APPROACHES TO CLASSICS
HT and TT 2023

Hilary Term

Wk. 1: History of Classics in modern Oxford (Dr Constanze Güthenke)

Wk. 2: Style in ancient art (Dr Thomas Mannack)

Wk. 3: Literary Language (Dr Tom Nelson)

Wk. 4: Reception (Prof. Fiona Macintosh)

Wk. 5: Multilingualism in the ancient world (Dr Olivia Elder)

Wk. 6: Race and Ethnicity (Prof. Josephine Quinn)

Wk. 7: Ancient Economy (Prof. Andrew Wilson)

Wk. 8: Canon (Dr Alexandre Johnston)

Trinity Term (rescheduled from Michaelmas)

Wk. 1: Social histories (Dr Georgy Kantor)

Wk. 2: Gender (Dr Lewis Webb)